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This Week 

Zacks Investment Management tends to be a persistent market cheerleader, but even they came out on 

Wednesday and said that numerous financial experts are nervous. They cited several sources, like Miller 

Tabak, head market strategist at Matt Maley. He said  "We have a stock market that’s very, very 

expensive, and a market that is overbought,” Zacks ended, "...Unfortunately, a correction can lead to fear 

and panic, which can push investors to make knee-jerk decisions that run counter to long-term goals." 

 

This is an unfortunate fact, caused primarily by the fact that many investors have "goals" but they don't 

have plans. They don't know what to do in a long and/or deep bear market other than "hold", and they 

sometimes lose their nerve at the worst possible moment, selling near the bottom of the decline. 

 

We have a plan. The short version sounds almost ridiculously simple, "Keep your money out of 

investments that are going down." But the longer version fills in the details of making it work. 

 

1. Start with a universe of securities that includes some that tend to go up during bullish markets and 

some that tend to go up during bearish markets. 

2. Stick with ETFs that have good liquidity, low expense ratio, and not too much correlation. 

3. Choose two or more indicators that reliably identify what each ETF is doing. The first indicator must 

be fairly long-term, like the MTA. The second should be medium term, like Relative Strength. We 

also use trendlines, which adapt to price action so they do not have a fixed-period orientation. 

4. Check on your holdings either weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly. Pick a period that works for you. 

5. Ignore all forms of "the news". Use reliable indicators to figure out what the market is doing. 

6. Don't hold more positions than you can keep track of in your head at the same time. For most 

people (including me) that's 7 or less. Some people can handle a few more, but I've never met 

anyone who can actually keep track of more than about 15. Those people are always professional 

investors. That's all they do.  

7. Always keep some money in cash or a cash-equivalent ETF (like SHV). If you're going to actively 

invest in 5 ETFs, divide your capital into 6 equal parts and keep 1/6 in cash. It gives you a cushion 

in case an unexpected opportunity (or problem) comes along. (We will assume you are using 5 

active positions and 6 equal portions in the rest of these guidelines.) 

8. In a bull market, keep your money in the ETFs that are doing the best, but be deliberate in deciding 

when to switch. You don't want to be jumping back and forth based on minor changes in ratings. 

9. As a bull market comes to an end and there are fewer and fewer ETFs that are going up, shift more 

money into cash or your cash equivalent ETF. If only 3 ETFs are going up, keep 1/6 of your money 

in each of those and keep the rest of your money in cash. If no ETFs are going up, keep all your 

money in cash and wait for some ETFs start to go up again. There nothing wrong with being in 

cash. It makes far more sense than holding securities that are decreasing in price. 

10. When the bear market comes to an end and ETFs in our universe start turning up, then you can 

start shifting 1/6
th

 of your capital into each of the ones that are rising in price. 

11. Over time, the size of each position will drift away from being exactly 1/6 of your money. That's 

okay. Once you open a position, leave it alone until there's a reason to sell it. Then adjust things. 

12. Dynamic Asset Allocation is not market timing. It is a rational, deliberate approach to diversified 

investing in securities that are going up, and avoiding the securities that are going down. 



Market Barometers       ← Use this link to see all the market barometer charts 

I will be first to admit that charts do NOT forecast price – they show path of least  

resistance and provide an excellent risk management tool.  —  Peter Brandt 

All four indexes are playing tag with their respective middle-length MTA averages. 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/market_barometer_charts/


A Closer Look 

The SPX, the NYAD, and the SPXA50R have all been declining since early September. Being largely in 

agreement for a whole month is kind of unusual and, in this case, implies a unified decline. This could be 

a large scale consolidation and it might be followed by another major advance. Then again, it might not. 

People are fond of looking into the past and picking out the day a bull market ended. Hindsight bias lets 

them think they could have seen it coming. But a market top almost never a single point. It is a process 

which almost invariably plays out over a period of several months.  

 

 

 
 



Bullish Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table  

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during bull markets. 

 

 

 

Last week's choices were: IBB 17%, IGV 17%, QQQ 17%, USMV 17%, VNQ 17%, and SHV 

(cash) 15%. 

Top 10 ETFs from the Bullish and Bearish Universes 

Sym MTA RelStr Long High-15% High-7.5% Last Div Notes 

IGV ↑ 2.1 ↓↓ yes $363.77 $395.87 $405.02 —  

DBC ↑ 1.7 ↑↑ no $17.38 $18.92 $20.45 — BUY 

QQQ ↑ 1.4 ↓↓ yes $324.79 $353.45 $360.18 —  

IBB ↑ 1.3 ↓↓ yes $149.78 $162.99 $158.93 — caution 

TLT ↑ 0.8 ↓ no $129.02 $140.41 $145.35 1.5% caution if < $145 

VNQ ↑ 0.7 ↓↓ yes $94.28 $102.60 $103.22 2.3% caution if < $102.60 

VTI ↑ 0.6 ↓↓ no $199.21 $216.79 $225.12 1.3%  

ANGL ↑ 0.5 → no $28.42 $30.92 $32.98 4.5%  

USMV ↑ 0.4 ↓↓ yes $66.54 $72.41 $73.90 1.5% SELL 

USIG ↑ 0.1 ↓ no $52.13 $56.73 $60.34 2.6%  

Legend: Up: ↑, Down: ↓, Flat/Stable: → 



https://trendlinedynamics.com/core_universe_charts/


IGV dropped but found support near $400. DBC broke up through $20 and spent most of 

the week above it. QQQ broke down through a 77-week rising trendline but is showing 

minor support near $360. IBB is below its 7.5% trailing stop and closed below $160 on 

Friday. TLT is below all 3 MTA averages and its slope has been declining since early August. 

VNQ is down 6.9% since September 1st and is below its medium MTA average. VTI is barely 

above its medium MTA average and down 3.9% since early September. ANGL is down since 

mid September. USMV is down since early September. And USIG is down since early 

August. 

Given its negative money flow and weak relative strength, it's time to unload USMV. Sell 

USMV and buy DBC. 

So the new positions are: DBC 17%, IBB 17%, IGV 17%, QQQ 17%, VNQ 17%, and the 

SHV (cash) 15%. 



Bearish Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during bear markets. 

 

 

TLT and DBC again did better than VTI. 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/bonds_and_dividends/


Sector Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

 

 

SPX Sectors with slopes better than or equal to the VTI Index have shifted: 

1 XLK 1.4 

2 XLRE 0.9 

3 XLY 0.8 

4 XLV 0.7 

5 XLF 0.6 

 

XLF moved from $38.22 last Friday to $38.15 this Friday (which is to say, it went nowhere). 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/spx_sector_charts/


Auxiliary Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

 

Auxiliary Sector ETFs with slopes better than the VTI Index: 

1 USO 3.1 

2 LIT 3.1 

3 IHI 2.5 

4 XOP 1.9 

5 SOXX 1.4 

6 HACK 1.3 

7 SRVR 0.6 
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https://trendlinedynamics.com/auxiliary_sector_charts/

